NoMachine Interface Changes
With the upgrade of the HBS Compute Grid operating system to Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.x from 6.x, the default
GUI login environment has changed as well. GNOME 3 is a major upgrade from the previous GNOME environment
(v2), and while most functionality remains the same, there are some slight quirks we'd like to make you aware of.
Please note that this document is not meant to be comprehensive and is a work in progress.
Changing screen size
Sadly, the option of changing your NoMachine client window to resize your NoMachine Desktop does not work at
this time. This alternate method works for both the old and new compute grid and is performed through the
NoMachine client settings.
Select the menu overlay, an obscure peel-back now in the upper right corner of the NoMachine window:

In the client settings window, select the (display) Change Settings icon in the bottom half of the screen:

In the next Settings window, select the appropriate screen resolution from the slider menu:

To exit, click Done several times to return back to your Desktop. You may need to resize your NoMachine client
window to accommodate any sizing changes.
Applications drop-downs
The GNOME 3 environment uses a large panel for displaying all the available applications. Mouse over things
carefully, as there is very little visual feedback.

to
Applications provided by GNOME also may appear in different sub-menus than before.
Logging out
In the upper right-hand part of the screen, at the Power icon, select the line with the little person icon:

This will reveal the Log Out menu.
Managing application windows, menus, and preferences
GNOME 3 has changed the user experience for in-application menus and window handling, which can be
confusing. Menus for applications are now part of the main Desktop window, not the application window:

Knowing what applications are running and what windows are open is not readily apparent. Press the Command
(Mac) or Windows (PC) key to reveal this functionality:

GNOME 3 does provide the Tweak Tool" to allow you to make some modifications to the interface to bring back
some 'classic' look-and-feel features. Please use this cautiously and don't get too curious!!
Open the Tweak Tool found in the Utilities folder:

First, to add icons back to your NoMachine desktop, click on the Desktop left tab (1) and turn on the Icons on
Desktop option (2):

Next, to add open window and application names to the bottom of the NoMachine screen, click on the Extensions
left tab (1) and turn on the "Window list" option:

Exit the Tweak Tool application.
Screen saver / Lock window
Press the Esc key to get to a password login screen.

